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Introduction
Between Gayndah and Taragoola, there is 234km of railway corridor that is no longer used. It is currently 
being managed by the Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads.

Due to community interest, a study was funded by TMR to enable Gladstone Regional Council and North 
Burnett Regional Council to assess the feasibility of turning the corridor into a Rail Trail for non-motorised 
recreation. You can find links to this feasibility study on the Gladstone Regional Council Conversations 
page.

Gladstone Regional Council is looking to commence the Concept Design Report of three corridor sections 
in partnership with TMR. These sections are Taragoola to Ubobo, Builyan to Kalpowar and Mundubbera 
to Gayndah. This process will consider available data, assess the corridors current condition, and look 
at the many and varied issues, including the cost and viability of restoring the corridor into a safe and 
manageable asset for recreation.

Please note: Public access to the track is not currently permitted. 

What is a rail trail ? 

Rail Trails are unique recreational opportunities that allow people to travel large distances on typically flat 
ground and see parts of the local landscape and heritage not normally accessible. Railway corridors are 
typically located and built to be robust and resilient to flooding and other damage and therefore make an 
ideal base for a recreational trail. 

Access is typically non-motorised, with trails usually supporting hikers, cyclists and sometimes horse 
riders. Access to Rail Trails is typically managed with a code of conduct, provided along the routes trails on 
signage and part of the information on trail websites. Trail managers may also embed the code of conduct 
within the registration process.

Often camping and other facilities are provided along the trail or at trailheads. Many Rail Trails have 
complementary businesses that support uses on the trail, providing accommodation, supplies and bus 
shuttle services.

There are several operating Rail Trails in Queensland and many throughout Australia, such as:
- Kingaroy to Kilkivan Rail Train (QLD)
- Brisbane Valley Rail Trail (QLD)
- The Great Victorian Rail Trail  (Victoria)
- East Gippsland Rail Trail (Victoria)
- Wolgan Valley Rail Trail (NSW)

More information on other Rail Trails, and Rail Trails, in general, can be found at the below links:
 
- Kingaroy to Kilkivan Rail Trail - www.southburnett.qld.gov.au/facilities-recreation/rail-trail/
- Rail Trails Australia - www.railtrails.org.au
- Boyne to Burnett Inland Rail Trail group - boyneburnettinlandrailtrail.org.au
- Brisbane Valley Rail Trail - www.brisbanevalleyrailtrail.com.au

Overview
The maps on the proceeding pages capture the existing route and some of the key features along the trail 
to inform the community better what additions or changes to these features might be needed to make a 
successful Rail Trail. The key plan to the right shows the location of the three sections. 
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Boyne to Burnett Inland Rail Trail
Taragoola to Ubobo section
34km trail length

Scale 1: 50,000 at A1
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Opportunities and constraints:
• The existing Futter Creek camping area could act as the 
northern Trail Hub, with little modification. It has camping 
facilities, toilets, enough room for bus drop off and vehicles, 
and is a short drive from Calliope. Additional facilities could 
be added as required. 

• A suitable roadside access between the northernmost 
point of the trail and the Futter Creek Camping Reserve 
would need to be considered.

• Much of this section of the trail passes through 
cattle grazing land, which reduces the need for manual 
maintenance and fire risk. Some areas of the trail are 
not well fenced, leaving them not suitable for grazing. 
Reinstatement of the original fencing would potentially assist 
with the long-term vegetation management of the trail as 
it will release the land for grazing. By limiting the apparent 
conflicts such as stock control, fire management, vegetation 
management and biosecurity issues in the concept design, 
the proposed Rail Trail will compliment adjoining land uses.

• The un-named bridge is in reasonable condition. It will 
need repairs and modifications to be traversed or preserved 
as part of the trail. It is possible to safely pass through the 
gully underneath the bridge, in dry weather, with little 
or minor earthworks as a temporary solution. DO NOT 
ATTEMPT TO CROSS THIS BRIDGE.

• The Portentia Creek bridge is a steel and concrete bridge 
that is relatively new and unused. The bridge needs minor 
repairs and modifications to be safe to traverse. There is 
currently no suitable alternative to crossing the bridge during 
dry or wet weather conditions. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO CROSS 
THIS BRIDGE.

• The Gladstone Area Water Board (GAWB) manages 
much of the land adjoining Lake Awoonga, where the Rail 
Trail passes through the Boynedale Bush Camp. GAWB is 
preparing a concept design for the section of the Rail Trail 
under their management. 

• Boynedale Bush Camp Lookout has toilets, picnic facilities 
and interpretive signage. 

• Boynedale Bush Camp currently provides toilets, picnic 
facilities, shelters and camping facilities. It also offers water-
based recreation such as boating and fishing. 

• At several points, the trail crosses Gladstone Monto Road 
and several other minor local roads. Crossings will need 
signage and perhaps devices such as chicanes to ensure 
vehicles and trail users are aware of the crossing and can 
both cross safely. 

• Between Lake Awoonga and Nagoorin, there are several 
historical bridges in various stages of disrepair. Marble Creek 
Bridge, Oaky Creek Bridge, Four Mile Creek Bridge and De 
Galgil Creek Bridge will all require repairs and modifications 
to be traversed or preserved as part of the trail. All bridges 
have suitable temporary alternative routes, through the 
creek and gully inverts. Some of these would require minor 
earthworks to be usable and would provide dry weather 
access only. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO CROSS THESE BRIDGES.

•The township of Nagoorin has a hall with public toilet 
facilities.  The unused siding land in the township centre 
provides an opportunity to offer trail facilities such as picnic 
facilities, camping and horse facilities, etc. 
 
• Where the trail is located next to Gladstone Monto 
Road (the section between Nagoorin and Ubobo), there is 
currently no fencing between the track and the road. This 
situation prevents grazing and therefore creates vegetation 
management issues. It would be benficial to re-fence this 
section allow grazing. 

• Repair and modifications of the Railway Terrace Bridge, 
south of Nagoorin, would provide a safe bicycle and 
pedestrian link between Nagoorin and Ubobo. DO NOT 
ATTEMPT TO CROSS THIS BRIDGE

• Ubobo siding could act as a ‘trail head’, Ubobo has several 
halls with facilities, siding, general store and camping area. 
The additional space at the siding could provide other 
facilities such as camping, horse yards, picnic facilities and 
space to park cars etc. There is an opportunity to celebrate 
Ubobo and the Boyne valley’s long and rich history through 
interpretive signage and historical elements. 
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Boyne to Burnett Inland Rail Trail
Builyan to Kalpowar section
32km trail length

Opportunities and constraints:
• Builyan siding provides an ideal location to provide trailhead facilities. 
The adjacent Builyan Community Hall already provides many amenities 
such as public toilets, showers, laundromat, picnic and cooking facilities. 
There is space in the siding and potentially on adjacent publicly owned 
land to provide camping and horse facilities. There is a rich history of 
the Builyan township and its relationship to the railway to exhibit via 
signage and other interpretive elements. 

• Much of this section of the trail passes through cattle grazing land, 
which reduces the need for manual maintenance and fire risk. Some 
areas of the track are not well fenced, leaving them not suitable for 
grazing. Reinstatement of the original fencing would potentially assist 
with the long-term vegetation management of the trail as it will release 
the land for grazing. 

• Deception Creek Bridge 1 has an earth and concrete culvert bridge 
built over the original timber bridge. It can be traversed but will require 
long term maintenance to be safe and preserve its history.  DO NOT 
ATTEMPT TO CROSS THIS BRIDGE 

• The Many Peaks Siding and water tower provides an excellent 
opportunity for a rest point, interpretive signage and other elements. 

• Deception Creek Bridges 2 and 3 will need repair and modification to 
be traversed and preserve their history. Because of the steep nature of 
the creek line they cross, crossing through the creeks is not currently 
a viable alternative. The Bailey Road loop road is potentially a suitable 
temporary alternative route. Signage would be required to make 
this safe for trail and road users. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO CROSS THESE 
BRIDGES 

• Within the Many Peaks township, land tenure and the more built-up 
nature of the township make grazing to control vegetation difficult. 
Some additional vegetation management is required along the trail and 
in the creeks and gullies. 

• The Many Peaks Rest area offers toilets, picnic facilities and 
interpretive information about the Frank and Barb McKee lookout. 

• Between Builyan and Golimbel, there are several smaller rock cuttings 
and some scouring points that would need some repair and ongoing 
monitoring/maintenance to ensure they do not create a safety hazard. 

• At several points, the trail crosses Gladstone Monto Road and several 
other local roads. Crossings will need signage and perhaps devices such 
as chicanes to ensure vehicles and trail users are aware of the crossing 
and can both cross safely. 

• Between Many Peaks and the tunnel section, there are several 
historical bridges in various stages of disrepair. These bridges need 
repair and modification to be safely traversed and preserve their 
heritage value. Temporary alternative routes through the creek and 
gully invert exist for dry weather, but some need minor earthworks to 
be made safe to use. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO CROSS THESE BRIDGES

• Roughly halfway between Builyan and Kalpowar, Golimbel siding 
provides an ideal location to provide a Trail Head facility. It has access by 
road and plenty of underused space, but no existing facilities. 

• Between Golimbel and Barrimoon, there are many small and large 
rock cuttings and some scouring points that would need some repair 
and ongoing monitoring to ensure they do no create a safety hazard. 

• The tunnels section between Golimbel and Barrimoon offers 
users a unique experience with six tunnels, large retaining walls and 
breathtaking vistas.  The tunnels demonstrate various construction 
techniques, signage and builder’s marks.  Some sections have steep 
drop-offs, and some consideration needs to be given to safety.

• There are several sizeable concrete drainage structures throughout 
the steeper tunnel section. These will need minor repairs and ongoing 
monitoring and maintenance to ensure the track’s safety and longevity. 

• Barrimoon siding is the closest siding to the tunnel section. It has 
ample space to provide several trailhead facilities such as camping, 
toilets and picnic facilities. 

• There are two timber and concrete bridges between Barrimoon 
and Kalpowar, Dawes Range Bridge 1 & 2. Both require repair 
and modification to be safely traversed and preserved. Both have 
temporary, dry weather access through the invert. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO 
CROSS THESE BRIDGES

•Cabbage Tree Creek Bridge, north of Kalpowar, goes over Gladstone 
Monto Road should be considered to be reinstated. The reinstatement 
of these bridges would allow for a seamless trail from Kalpowar 
to the tunnels.  There could be a short term route along Kalpowar 
and Barrimoon Roads to access the tunnel, but this would mean a  
significant amount of time riding on the road. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO 
CROSS THIS BRIDGE

• Kalpowar has the opportunity to be an ideal trailhead, and it currently 
offers camping and accommodation and a hall with facilities. The siding 
provides an opportunity to provide additional facilities such as camping, 
toilets and horse provisions. 
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Boyne to Burnett Rail Inland Trail
Mundubbera to Gayndah section
31km trail length

Opportunities and constraints:

• It is proposed the Gayndah Heritage Railway Rail Trail centre will be the trail hub to the 
southern end of the BBIRT trail. Currently, the trail does not start here due to the missing 
bridge over Reid Creek.  The centre offers a large amount of historical information about 
the trail in the area and several historical exhibits.  There is self-contained overnight 
camping available here and other facilities such as toilets.

• Red Gully Bridge requires repair and modification to connect the trail to nearby 
Mundubbera successfully and would be a pivotal bridge to repair to ensure the trail’s 
continuity. There are alternative temporary routes, but these result in travelling along or 
on roads. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO CROSS THIS BRIDGE

• Philpott Creek Bridge is one of the grandest bridges on the trail. It requires extensive 
repair and modification to connect Mundubbera to the trail successfully. There is currently 
no suitable alternative travel path to take without adding a lot of distance travelled on or 
across roads. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO CROSS THIS BRIDGE

• Phillpott siding is currently unused. It has some of its original signage and hardware but 
could be enhanced to provide further facilities 

• Reid’s Creek bridge was washed away in 2014 by flooding, leaving only the abutments.  
Reinstatement of this bridge would link the trail seamlessly to Gayndah, but it is an 
expensive exercise outside of this project’s scope and something to be looked at in the 
future. 

• Some of this section of the trail passes through cattle grazing land, some passes through 
Citrus farms. The concept design will need to consider this to ensure that the Rail Trail 
will complement the adjoining land uses to ensure no conflicts such as stock control, fire 
management, vegetation management & biosecurity.

• Phillpott and Boomerang sidings are currently unused. Both have some of their 
original signage and hardware but could be enhanced to provide additional facilities and 
interpretive signage and information. 

• At several points, the trail crosses smaller local roads. Crossings will need signage and 
perhaps devices such as chicanes to ensure vehicles and trail users are aware of the 
crossing and can both cross safely. 

• Mount Debateable Siding could act as a trailhead and has sufficient space to install 
additional facilities.  Currently, there is some seating and interpretive signage and some 
restored railway signage and hardware, which could be enhanced to better tell the stories 
of the history of the railway through the area. 

• There are several historical bridges between Mount Debateable Siding and Philpott 
siding. Other than Humphrey Bridge 2, they all require various amounts of repair and 
modifications to be suitable to traverse and to preserve their heritage. There are some 
alternative access paths, but these require travelling on local roads. Due to some of the 
creeks and gullies’ steepness, traversing through them isn’t suitable for a trail. Ultimately 
as many of the bridges as possible should be repaired or preserved to ensure the rich 
rail and structural heritage of this section of the trail is maintained. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO 
CROSS THESE BRIDGES

• Dirnbir Siding could act as a trailhead and start the trail outside of Gayndah.  Currently, 
there is existing siding signage. There is ample space to provide facilities such as camping, 
the bus drops off, horse facilities etc. 

• In the 2014 flood event that washed away the Reid Creek Bridge, sections of road 
along the Burnett River were also washed away.  Due to this, the road was moved and is 
now located in a part of the rail corridor constructed on higher ground.  This will require 
directional signage of trail users.  The former road corridor, which is currently closed, 
allows access to the Burnett River opportunities to re-route trail users. This section will 
give amenity and reduce the possibility of trail users interacting with road users.

• Vegetation along the trail is currently primarily maintained by BBIRT volunteers. Grazing 
and fire is not the preferred method of vegetation management by these volunteers who 
are hoping to restore some of the local environmental values into the corridor. 

•  The trail passes through various geological areas, showing evidence of human 
interaction, such as mining and blasting.  Interpretive signage could give users further 
information about this interaction and geological ties with other areas in the region. 

•  The trail has many breathtaking views up and down the Burnet River and provides many 
opportunities to get down to the water’s edge.
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